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DISCRETE DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY:
AN APPLIED INTRODUCTION

PART 0: 
EXTERIOR CALCULUS



Exterior Calculus—Overview
•Exterior algebra (wedge product, Hodge star)

•Exterior calculus (exterior derivative)

•Integration (Stokes’ theorem, DEC)

• Laplace-Beltrami operator

•Homology & cohomology
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Key idea: “souped-up vector calculus”



Why Learn Exterior Calculus?

GHCの地下では、金があります。

Speaking a different language can be very rewarding!



Not all (formal) languages are created equal…

(from Russel & Whitehead’s Principia Mathematica, p. 379)



More Concrete Reasons
•“Inevitable/self-evident” language for talking about signed volume

•Exterior algebra

•algebraic geometry

•…geometric algebra (Clifford algebra, spin physics)

•Physics

•“massless” quantities are vectors (velocity, acceleration, …)

•“massive” quantities are forms (momentum, force, …)

•mass is encoded by the metric!



Basic Computational Tools
Poisson

homology cohomology

Helmholtz-Hodge



Applications

Smoothing

Parameterization Meshing

Distance
Vector Field Design



Exterior Algebra



•What is a vector? (Geometrically?)

Review: Vector Spaces

finite-dimensional infinite-dimensional

For geometric computing, often care most about dimensions 1, 2, 3, 4 …and ∞!



Review: Vector Spaces
•Formally, a vector space is a set V together with a binary operations*

*Note: in general, could use something other than reals here.

“addition”

“scalar multiplication”

• Must satisfy the following properties for all vectors x,y,z and scalars a,b:



Vector Spaces—Geometric Reasoning
• Where do these rules come from?

• As with numbers, reflect how oriented lengths (vectors) behave in nature.



Review: Span
Q: Geometrically, what is the span of two vectors?



Span



Wedge Product
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v

Analogy: span
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Wedge Product
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Wedge Product
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Analogy: span
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Wedge Product

u

v

u ^ v

Analogy: span

u ^ v = �v ^ u

(^)

Key differences: orientation & “finite extent”
Key property: antisymmetry



Wedge Product—Degeneracy
Q: What is the wedge product of a vector with itself?

A: Geometrically, spans a region of zero area.

(*Slight oversimplification.  More later...)



Wedge Product - Associativity

u

v

w

u ^ (v ^ w)

u

v

w

(u ^ v) ^ w

u

v

w

u ^ v ^ w



Wedge Product - Distributivity

u ^ v + u ^ w = u ^ (v + w)

u ^ ww
u

u ^ v

u
v

v + w

u



k-Vectors
The wedge of k vectors is called a “k-vector.”

u ^ v

u

v

w

u ^ v ^ w

0-vector 1-vector 2-vector 3-vector



0-vectors as Scalars

Key idea: magnitude, but no direction (scalar).

Q: What do you get when you wedge zero vectors together?
A: You get this:

For convenience, however, we will say that a “0-vector” is a scalar value (e.g., a real 
number).  This treatment becomes extremely useful later on...



Review: Orthogonal Complement
Q: Geometrically, what is the orthogonal complement of a linear subspace?

Example: orthogonal complement of a span

Notice: orthogonal complement meaningful only if we have an inner product!



Orthogonal Complement

Key idea: often it’s easier to specify a set by saying what it doesn’t contain.

Example.  “What kind of cuisine do you like?”
Option 1: “I like Vietnamese, Italian, Ethiopian, ...”
Option 2: “I like everything but Bavarian food!”



Hodge Star

Analogy: orthogonal complement

u

v

w

u ^ v

k 7! (n � k)

(?)

Key differences: orientation & “finite extent”



Hodge Star - 2D

Analogy: 90-degree rotation

?u

? ? u

? ? ?u

u

(Q: Remind you of anything?)



Exterior Algebra—Rough Idea

u

v

w

u ^ v ^ w

u

v

w

u ^ v



Basis



Basis k-Vectors—Visualized

Key idea: signed volumes can be expressed as linear 
combinations of “basis volumes” or basis k-vectors.

basis 1-vectors basis 2-vectors basis 3-vectors



Basis k-Vectors—How Many?

Q: How many basis 2-vectors? Q: How many basis 3-vectors?

Q: How many basis 4-vectors? Q: How many basis 1-vectors?
Q: How many basis 0-vectors?
Q: Notice a pattern?



Hodge Star—Basis k-Vectors



Exterior Algebra



Exterior Algebra—Example

A:

Key idea: it would have been very hard to reason about the answer geometrically.  
Sometimes the algebraic approach is (incredibly!) useful.



Exterior Algebra - Summary
•Exterior algebra

•language for manipulating signed volumes

•length matters (magnitude)

•order matters (orientation)

•behaves like a vector space (e.g., can add two volumes, scale a volume, ...)

•Wedge product—analogous to span of vectors

•Hodge star—analogous to orthogonal complement (in 2D: 90-degree rotation)



Differential Forms



Exterior Calculus—Overview
•Exterior algebra (wedge product, Hodge star)

•Exterior calculus (exterior derivative)

•Integration (Stokes’ theorem, DEC)

• Laplace-Beltrami operator

•Homology & cohomology

] ^
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Key idea: measurement of volumes



Review: Rows & Columns

2

4
u1
u2
u3

3

5⇥
a1 a2 a3

⇤

Q: Why do we make the distinction?  What does it mean geometrically?  
What does it mean as a linear map?  (Is this convention useful?)



1-Vectors and 1-Forms

Analogy: row vs. column vector

a

a(u)

u

Key idea: 1-form measures length of vector along a particular direction



2-Vectors and 2-Forms

a

b

a ^ b

a ^ b(u ^ v)

a ^ b(u ^ v) = a(u)b(v)� a(v)b(u)

u

v u ^ v

Key idea: 2-form measures size of parallelogram projected onto some (oriented) plane



Differential 1-Form

Analogy: vector field



Differential 1-Forms & Vector Fields

1-form vector field scalar field



Scalar Fields & Differential 0-Forms



Differential 2-Forms



Differential 2-Forms



Sharp and Flat

Analogy: transpose

2

4
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u2
u3

3

5

2
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v1
v2
v3

3

5 ⇥
u1 u2 u3

⇤
2

4
v1
v2
v3

3

5T

u[(v)u, v

a, b a(b])

[

]



a(b]) =

Sharp and Flat w/ Mass

Analogy: transpose, mass matrix

⇥
u1 u2 u3

⇤
2

4
M11 M12 M13
M12 M22 M23
M13 M23 M33

3

5

2

4
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v2
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3
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u[(v) = uTM v u[(·) = �u, ·⇥()

�a], ·⇥ = a(·)()aM�1bT



Dual Space

(Note: different duality from orthogonal complement!)



Dual Space—Examples

Key idea: the difference between primal & dual vectors is not merely superficial!



Tensor

Language: tensor vs. tenser!

Q:  Can you think of a natural way to turn the collection
of all tensors of a given type into a vector space?



Tensor—Examples

Some (but not all!) of these examples can be represented via matrices, or more 
generally, multidimensional arrays.  However, tensors are not matrices, and 
matrices are not tensors! (E.g., adjacency matrix, spreadsheet for your taxes…)

Many examples from vector calculus, geometry, mechanics…



Symmetric and Antisymmetric Tensor

Q: Which of these tensors is symmetric/antisymmetric?

metric

up

v

volume form



Tensor Product

Q: Is this product associative?  Commutative?  
What about addition & scalar multiplication?

Q: Can you define an analogous tensor product for two vectors?  
How about a vector and a covector?



Tensor Product via Matrix Outer Product

Example.

Q: Is this tensor symmetric?  Antisymmetric?



Tensor Product—Visualized

Thanks: Joshua Brakensiek



Symmetric Product

Key fact: symmetric product will not be used in our study of geometric algorithms!



Symmetric Product—General Form



Antisymmetric Product

Key fact: wedge product formalizes “signed volume” intuition; will be used a lot!



Wedge Product—General Form



Exterior Calculus in Coordinates
VECTORS 1-FORMS

Key idea: try to think of these symbols as bases; forget they look like derivatives!



Coordinate Bases as Derivatives
Q: Ok, that being said, why the heck do we use 
symbols that look like derivatives for the bases?

Key idea: the derivative of each coordinate function 
yields a unit vector in the corresponding direction.



Example: Wedge Product and Signed Volume

Key idea: n-forms are always scalar multiples of the volume form.
To determine this scalar multiple, evaluate the n-form on any unit volume.



Einstein Summation Notation

— Einstein, “Die Grundlage der allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie” (1916)



Einstein Summation Notation

— Einstein, “Die Grundlage der allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie” (1916)

Key idea: sum over repeated indices.

NOTE ON A SIMPLIFIED WAY OF WRITING EXPRESSIONS
A look at the equations of this paragraph show that there is 
always a summation over indices which occur twice, and 
only for twice-repeated indices.  It is therefore possible, 
without detracting from clarity, to omit the sum sign.  For 
this we introduce a rule: if an index in an expression 
appears twice, then a sum is implicitly taken over this 
index, unless specifically noted to the contrary.



Simplicial Summation Notation
NOTE ON A SIMPLIFIED WAY OF WRITING THE EXPRESSIONS OF GEOMETRY PROCESSING
A glance at the equations used in geometry processing shows that there is always a 
summation over simplices that are incident on a given simplex, and only with respect to 
indices that are repeated twice. It is therefore possible, without detracting from clarity, to 
omit the sum sign. For this, we introduce a rule: if quantities on two sides of an equality 
are indexed by simplices, then a sum is taken on the right-hand side over all the simplices 
that are incident on the simplex on the left-hand side (unless expressly noted otherwise).

— Crane, “15-869J: Discrete Differential Geometry” (2016)

Example—barycentric dual area:

Example—cotangent formula:



Coordinates & Indices

Key idea: coordinates in smooth differential geometry get 
replaced by indices in discrete differential geometry.

Thanks: Ulrich Pinkall



Musical Isomorphisms—Flat

(indices lowered!)



Musical Isomorphisms—Sharp



Vector Field

Note: an alternative definition can be given in terms of the tangent bundle;
that approach avoids coordinates and addresses the infinite-dimensional case.



Tensor Fields and Differential Forms

VECTOR FIELD TENSOR FIELD DIFFERENTIAL K-FORM

Notation:



Differential 0-Form
Q: What is a differential 0-form?

A: Just apply the definition:
“A differential 0-form is a 0-times covariant totally antisymmetric tensor field.”

Now apply the definition again:
“A 0-times covariant totally antisymmetric tensor field is a multilinear map at each
point of a manifold taking zero vectors to a scalar value, such that any odd permutation
of the arguments changes the sign of the result.”

Now simplify:

“A 0-form is a multilinear map at each point of a manifold taking zero vectors to a
scalar value, such that any odd permutation of the arguments changes the sign of the result.”

Conclusion: a 0-form is a scalar function!



Differential Forms - Summary
•primal and dual exterior algebra

•vectors: get measured

•forms: take measurement

•result is a scalar

•define over surface

•gets measured: k-vector field

•takes measurement: differential k-form

•convert between vectors and 1-forms w/ sharp & flat



Exterior Derivative



Derivatives—Visualized

“pushforward”

“slope of the graph”/
“rise over run”

“best linear approximation”

“difference in the limit”



Vector Derivatives—Visualized

grad f div X

f X Y

curl Y



Exterior Derivative

exactness

differential

What’s the geometric motivation?

product rule



Product Rule—Derivative

Q: Why?  What’s the geometric interpretation?



Product Rule—Exterior Derivative

u

v

w

u

v

w

u

v

w

u

v

w

(Q: Geometric intuition?)



Product Rule—Recursive Evaluation



Exterior Derivative

exactness

differential

What’s the geometric motivation?

product rule



Directional Derivative on a Manifold

Q: What kind of structure do we need for these defintions?



Directional Derivative—Coordinate Invariance
Claim: the directional derivative does not 
depend on the choice of local coordinates.

Key idea: stretching of function “canceled out” by stretching of vector.



Directional Derivative in Local Coordinates

Notation: superscript in denominator is considered “down”!



Exterior Derivative

exactness

differential

What’s the geometric motivation?

product rule



Exterior Derivative in Local Coordinates



Exterior Derivative—Examples

2



Exterior Derivative in 3D (0-forms)

A: Easy—just the list of partial derivatives along each coordinate times the 
corresponding basis 1-form:

Q: Does this operation remind you of anything (perhaps from vector calculus)?



Exterior Derivative - Gradient



Gradient vs. Exterior Derivative of 0-form



Exterior Derivative in 3D (1-forms)

A:

Q: Does this operation remind you of anything (perhaps from vector calculus)?



Exterior Derivative - Curl



Exterior Derivative in 3D (1-forms)

A:

Q: Does this operation remind you of anything (perhaps from vector calculus)?



Exterior Derivative - Divergence

( codifferential:                   )



Div, Grad, and Curl

grad f div X

f X Y

curl Y



Exterior Derivative

exactness

differential

product rule

Why?



Analogy: curl of gradient

d � d = 0

grad ff curl � grad f



Analogy: curl of gradient

d � d = 0

f df ?ddf



Exterior Derivative

exactness

differential

What’s the geometric motivation?

product rule



Differential Operators on Curved Domains
•Why study these two dual viewpoints?  (I.e., vector vs. exterior calculus)

•Gives us explicit way to write differential operators on curved domains
•Allows us to incorporate different metrics (e.g., optimization)
•…Also lets us talk about differentiation without a metric (e.g., cohomology).
• Leads directly to discretization!

Example.
Each surface comes with a different 
notion of “gradient”:



Gradient on a Curved Domain—Example



Laplacian

Will have much more to say about the Laplacian!

Vector calculus:

Exterior calculus:

k-Form Laplacian:



•Exterior derivative d used to differentiate k-forms

•0-form: “gradient”

•1-form: “curl”

•2-form: “divergence” (codifferential δ)

•and more...

•natural product rule

•d of d is zero

•Depends only on smooth structure

•Use sharp operator to get rate of change w.r.t. a particular geometry (metric)

Exterior Derivative - Summary



Integration & Stokes’ Theorem
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Integration
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Â
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Integration on Curves

g

ti

Z

g
a ⇡ Â

i
api (ti)

pi



= Â
i

api (ni)

Integration on Curves

g

ti

ni

pi

⇡ Â
i
?api (ti)

Z

g
?a



Boundary



Stokes’ Theorem

Z

W
da =

Z

∂W
a



Example: Divergence Theorem
Z

W
� · X dA =

Z

∂W
n · X d`

W

∂W

=
Z

∂W
?X[

Z

W
d ? X[

What goes in, must come out!

()



Stokes’ Theorem

Z

W
da =

Z

∂W
a

W

∂W

“The change we see on the outside is
purely a function of the change within.”

—Zen koan



Example: Fundamental Theorem of Calculus

ba

f(a)

f(b)

()

Z
b

a

∂f

∂x

dx = f(b)� f(a)

Z

[a,b]
df =

Z

∂[a,b]
f



Why is d ◦ d = 0?

differential

product rule

exactness

gradient, linearization, pushforward

Stokes’ theorem
what goes in, must come out!



Why is d ◦ d = 0?

...for any Ω (no matter how small!)



Compactly Supported Function

Closure of the set



Compactly Supported Function—Examples

(Are any of these functions also bump functions?)



Partition of Unity

Example. Start wtih arbitrary nonzero 
functions and normalize by sum at each point:

with



Change of Variables Theorem for Integration

Key idea: value of integral does not depend on choice of local coordinates.

A B



Integration on a Manifold

Key idea: partition ensures we don’t “over count.”



Volume Form

Key idea: any positive integrand can be viewed as the volume of the domain itself.

integrate scalar function integrate area



Inner Product on k-Forms



Inner Product of 1-Forms—Example



Norm on k-Forms



•Integration

•break domain into small pieces

•measure each piece with k-form

•Stokes’ theorem

•convert region integral to boundary integral

•special cases: divergence theorem, F.T.C., many more!

•will use over and over again in DEC/geometry processing

Integration & Stokes’ Theorem - Summary



Discrete Exterior Calculus



Discrete Differential Forms

Basic idea: integrate!



Discrete 1-Form

pi

e
a

u

Z

e
a � |e|

 
1
N

N

Â
i=1

api (u)

!



Orientation
Mt. Washington

Point State Park

403ft

Mt. Washington

Point State Park

-403ft



Discrete k-Forms

0-form
(vertices)

1-form
(edges)

2-form
(triangles)

3-form
(tetrahedra)

f̂ � R|V|



Simplicial Chain

Intuition: imagine a vector space where each 
k-simplex corresponds to a basis element.



Simplicial Chain—Example

+

c1 c2

=

c3

Note: order doesn’t matter!



Simplicial Cochain

Example.



u

v u ^ v

k-vector

Discrete Differential Form

a ^ b(u ^ v)

DISCRETESMOOTH

Key idea: measurement!

a

b

a ^ b

k-form k-chain k-cochain



Poincaré Duality

primal

dual

0-form1-form2-form

0-form 1-form 2-form



Dual Discrete Differential k-Form

Intuition: nothing more than a value per dual cell.



Discretization of Forms (de Rham Map)
Image: Felix Knöppel

Key idea: discretization just means 
“integrate a k-form over k-cells.”



Discretization of Forms—Example



Interpolation—0-Forms

Note: result is a continuous 0-form.



Interpolation—k-Forms (Whitney Map)



Boundary Operator on Simplices



Boundary Operator on Simplicial Chains

Example.

Note: boundary of boundary is always empty!



Coboundary Operator on Simplices
Intuition: all the simplices “touching” a given simplex, with compatible orientation.

Example.

Example.



Discrete Exterior Derivative (0-Forms)

φ - primal 0-form (vertices)

dφ - primal 1-form (edges)
e

v1

v2

(cdf)e =
Z

e
df =

Z

∂e
f = f̂2 � f̂1



Discrete Exterior Derivative (1-Forms)

s

e1

e2 e3

α - primal 1-form (edges)

dα - primal 2-form (triangles)

(cda)s =
Z

s
da =

Z

∂s
a =

3

Â
i=1

Z

ei
a =

3

Â
i=1

âi

In general: discrete exterior derivative is coboundary operator for cochains.



Reminder: Hodge Star

Analogy: orthogonal complement

u

v

w

u ^ v

k 7! (n � k)

(?)



Discrete Hodge Star

primal 1-form
(circulation)

dual 1-form
(flux)

`
`?

?âe =
`?

`
â



Diagonal Hodge Star

Key idea: divide by primal area, 
multiply by dual area.  (Why?)



Discrete Hodge Star
•Many choices—none give exact results!
•Volume ratio

•circumcentric dual (Delaunay/Voronoi)
•diagonal matrix; most typical choice in DEC (Hirani, Desbrun et al).
•more general orthogonal dual (weighted triangulation/power diagram)
•can also use barycentric dual (e.g., Auchmann & Kurz, Alexa & Wardetzky)

•Galerkin Hodge star
•L2 norm on Whitney forms
•non-diagonal, but still sparse; standard in, e.g., FEEC (Arnold et al).
•appropriate “mass lumping” again yields circumcentric Hodge star

(Thanks: Fernando de Goes)



Discrete Exterior Calculus - Summary
•integrate k-form over k-simplices

•result is discrete k-form

•sign changes according to orientation

•can also integrate over dual elements (dual forms)

•Hodge star converts between primal and dual (approximately!)

•multiply by ratio of dual/primal volume

•discrete exterior derivative is just a sum

•gives exact value (via Stokes’ theorem)

•Still plenty missing!  (Wedge, sharp, flat, Lie derivative, ...)

]
^
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The Poisson Equation



Laplacian

f

Df



Df = r

fr

Poisson Equation



Harmonic Functions
f

Df = 0



Discrete Laplacian

fi

Df = ?d ? df



Discrete Laplacian

fi

fj

(df)ij

(df)ij = fj � fi

Df = ?d ? df



Discrete Laplacian

(?df)ij

fi

fj
(df)ij = fj � fi

(?df)ij =
`?ij
`ij

(fj � fi)

Df = ?d ? df



Discrete Laplacian

(d ? df)i

(df)ij = fj � fi

(?df)ij =
`?ij
`ij

(fj � fi)

(d ? df)i = Â
j

`?ij
`ij

(fj � fi)

Df = ?d ? df



Discrete Laplacian

(df)ij = fj � fi

(?df)ij =
`?ij
`ij

(fj � fi)

(?d ? df)i =
1
Vi

Â
j

`?ij
`ij

(fj � fi)

(d ? df)i = Â
j

`?ij
`ij

(fj � fi)
(?d ? df)i

Df = ?d ? df



Cotangent Weights

a b

e

e?

`?

`
=

1

2

(cot a + cot b)



Discrete Poisson Equation

Df = rContinuous:

1

2

Â
j
(cot aij + cot bij)(fj � fi) = ViriDiscrete:

Matrix: Lf = Mr



•Sparse

•Symmetric 

•Positive-semidefinite (xTLx ≥ 0)

•Constants in kernel/cokernel

•Weak vs. strong

•maximum principle? (elliptic vs. hyperbolic)

• Extremely useful in geometry processing!

Properties of the (Discrete) Laplacian



Homology & Cohomology



Homology & Cohomology

d � d = 0

∂ � ∂ = ∆ ∆
∂ ∂

d d

f df 0



Homology on Surfaces

simply connected nonsimply connected



Homology Generators



Tree-Cotree Decomposition



Example: Generators on Torus



de Rham Cohomology

d � d = 0
d d

f df 0

d d



Harmonic 1-Forms



Helmholtz-Hodge Decomposition



Helmholtz-Hodge Decomposition

exact coexact harmonic1-form
(vector field) (curl-free) (divergence-free) (harmonic)



Finding the Decomposition



Finding the Decomposition



Finding the Decomposition



Finding the Decomposition



Finding the Decomposition



Finding the Decomposition

Poisson



Finding the Decomposition

Poisson



Finding the Decomposition

Poisson



Finding the Decomposition

Poisson



Finding the Decomposition

Poisson



Finding the Decomposition

Poisson



Finding the Decomposition

Poisson

Poisson



Harmonic 1-Form Basis



•Detect “interesting part” of a space

•regions & loops (singular homology)

•differential forms (de Rham cohomology)

•Two simple algorithms

•loops: tree-cotree decomposition

•forms: Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition

•more generally, any 1-form

•boils down to Poisson equation

Homology & Cohomology - Summary



Conclusion



(Discrete) Exterior Calculus
•Exterior algebra: language of volumes/measurements

•Exterior calculus: differentiate, integrate

•Discretize? Integrate, Stokes’

•Poisson equation

•Homology & cohomology



Thanks!
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